Deo-Gard

Reduce slipping and tripping with Big D's new and improved DEO-GARD disposable mats, while still making
restroom maintenance easier, faster and protecting from cross-contamination. New, innovative design and materials
add many benefits to a product that has created energy and excitement throughout the Jan/San market.
Constructed with a heavier, high-friction, coefficient material, the new Big D DEO-GARD mat actually grips to
CLEAN, DRY floors. No adhesive or velcro needed, eliminated by over-molding manufacturing technique. Together
with its gripping action, absorbent core, lower profile and warp resistancy, the revolutionary mat substantially reduces
slipping.
The new hexagon design grid quickly directs liquids into the absorbent core and allows the end-user to effortlessly see
when the mat is soiled and needs replacing.
New polymers with increased flexibility conform easily to uneven floor surfaces and allow the soiled mat to easily be
folded, rolled or even wadded up for effortless disposal.
Big D DEO-GARD disposable mats used under urinals and around toilets will neutralize odors by catching and
quickly absorbing unwanted splashes and drips, protecting your floor from stain, discoloration and uric acid damage
with a moisture barrier backing. Cross-contamination is prevented by eliminating the tracking of urine from the
restrooms to other parts of the building.
Utilizing micro-fiber technology, liquids are quickly absorbed and retained within the core. The core will capture 2 ml
of liquid for every square inch of material. When the mat is completely soiled simply toss it in the trash.
Great for use in schools/day cares, colleges/universities, churches, office buildings, malls, airports, bus/train stations,
truck stops/service stations, highway rest areas, golf/country clubs, fitness centers, hospitals/health care facilities,
factories, theaters, sport complexes/convention centers, casinos, restaurants, bars/night clubs.
Patent Pending.
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Big D offers a complete line of products for
thorough cleaning, disinfecting
and odor control.

COMMODE DEO-GARD

URINAL DEO-GARD

Ordering Information:

Ordering Information:

Designed to fit around the base of all standard
toilets, protecting the immediate area from
unwanted drips. Charcoal color and Mountain
Air scent deodorant.

Product No. 667
Size: 22" X 22" X .25" (thick)
Packed 6 per shipping case (9 lbs.)

Charcoal colored mat designed to be used with
all hanging single urinals. Impregnated with
Mountain Air scent to eliminate odors in the
immediate area.

Product No. 668
Size: 17.5" X 20.5" X .25" (thick)
Packed 6 per shipping case (7 lbs.)
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